Identification of human chromosome 22 transcribed sequences with ORF expressed sequence tags
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Transcribed sequences in the human genome can be identified with confidence only by alignment with sequences derived from cDNAs synthesized from naturally occurring mRNAs. We constructed a set of 250,000 cDNAs that represent partial expressed gene sequences and that are biased toward the central coding regions of the resulting transcripts. They are termed ORF expressed sequence tags (ORESTES). The 250,000 ORESTES were assembled into 81,429 contigs. Of these, 1,181 (1.45%) were found to match sequences in chromosome 22 with at least one ORESTES contig for 162 (65.6%) of the 247 known genes, for 67 (44.6%) of the 150 related genes, and for 45 of the 148 (30.4%) EST-predicted genes on this chromosome. Using a set of stringent criteria to validate our sequences, we identified a further 219 previously unannotated transcribed sequences on chromosome 22. Of these, 171 were in fact also defined by EST or full length cDNA sequences available in GenBank but not utilized in the initial annotation of the first human chromosome sequence. Thus despite representing less than 15% of all expressed human sequences in the public databases at the time of the present analysis, ORESTES sequences defined 48 transcribed sequences on chromosome 22 not defined by other sequences. All of the transcribed sequences defined by ORESTES coincided with DNA regions predicted as encoding exons by GENSCAN. (http://genes.mit.edu/GENSCAN.html)

C

omplete bacterial genome sequences allow a relatively precise and complete analysis of constituent genes and coding regions by means of direct computational analysis (1). In complex eukaryotic genomes, however, it is proving considerably more difficult to identify genes because of their fragmentation into multiple small exons divided by often considerably larger introns. In this context, the determination of the complete sequence of the human chromosome 22 allowed a detailed appraisal of the efficacy of gene prediction methodologies (2). It was noted that when known genes (where complete cDNA sequences have been determined) were compared with an \textit{ab initio} prediction of the same region by using the best computational methods available, only 94% of annotated genes were detected. More importantly, in only 20% of cases were all exons exactly predicted, and 16% of all known exons were entirely missed. On the other hand, almost 40% of GENSCAN-predicted genes did not form part of any gene confirmed by other means and include an unknown proportion of false positives (2).

In the absence of adequate computational approaches, gene identification will depend on the alignment of finished genomic sequence with sequences from experimentally validated transcripts. Following this approach, Dunham and colleagues (2) were able to identify 247 genes corresponding to fully sequenced transcripts on chromosome 22 that they have designated
known genes. In addition, they annotated 150 genes that were identified by their similarity to transcripts from other organisms or to other human genes that they have denominated related genes. Finally, a further 148 genes were annotated on the basis of alignment with expressed sequence tags (ESTs) that were denominated predicted genes and that we will refer to in this paper as EST-predicted genes, to avoid misleading interpretation with the outputs of gene prediction programs (2). The final number, 545, extrapolates to a total number of expressed human genes of 36,000 (excluding pseudogenes). This value is surprisingly low but has been supported by two further studies by using comparisons of genomic DNA sequences and ESTs (3) and comparison of conserved sequences between human and *Tetraodon nigroviridis* genomic DNA (4), which have estimated values of 35,000 and 28,000–34,000, respectively. In contrast, an independent assessment of the same ESTs and chromosome 22 data, by using different computational approaches and assumptions, led to an estimated of 120,000 genes in the human genome (5). The discrepancy of these estimates clearly demonstrates that the considerable cDNA and EST data already available in the public databases are insufficient to define human transcripts, on the basis of genome sequence, with any degree of certainty. Thus, more expressed gene sequence data are required to eventually complete the definition of all transcripts and in turn to permit the definition of all genes.

At present, the publicly available expressed gene sequence data consist of either complete cDNAs or ESTs derived from the 5′ or 3′ ends of cDNA clones. We have taken the view that the value of the EST data set can be significantly enhanced by the generation of what we have termed ORF ESTs (ORESTES), partial expressed gene sequences that are derived from the central portions of human transcripts (6). Because these sequences complement the predominantly 5′ and 3′ sequences generated in other EST sequencing projects, the net result is the shotgun-like compilation of complete human transcripts. To date, we have generated 250,000 ORESTES derived from a variety of human tumors. We have compared the chromosome 22 sequence with this database. This analysis led to the confirmation of a large percentage of the genes identified with existing ESTs and cDNAs and also to the identification of 219 unannotated transcribed sequences on this chromosome. Updated searches showed that 171 of these 219 sequences are also now represented by ESTs from other projects deposited in dbEST (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/dbEST/).

**Materials and Methods**

**Biological Samples, Template Preparation, and Sequencing.** The biological samples selected for RNA extraction were derived from tumor and surrounding normal tissues excised from cancer patients after surgery at the Hospital do Câncer A. C. Camargo, São Paulo. All specimens were collected only after explicit consent was received. Tissue samples were frozen in liquid nitrogen immediately after resection and allowed to partially thaw to −20°C for microdissection to enrich for tumor cells in the sample. Breast cell lines were kindly provided by Michael O’Hare, University College, London. RNA extraction and template preparation were performed as described by Dias-Neto *et al.* (6), with some minor modifications as follows: 1 μl of neat cDNAs were PCR amplified with the same primers used for cDNA synthesis. Amplification profiles were generated by using different cycling conditions. A touch-down PCR was introduced after cDNA denaturing at 75°C. The annealing temperatures varied from 60°C to 41°C (with progressive reductions of 1–2°C per cycle), and the number of cycles was increased to 45. Profiles composed of a DNA smear were size selected to separate amplification products of distinct size ranges, varying from 0.3 to 1.5 kb.

The size-selected fragments were cloned into pUC18 by using the Sureclone kit (Amersham Pharmacia). The resulting colonies were grown overnight in liquid media and used as templates for PCR by using vector primers. One microliter of the resulting PCR product was used for DNA sequencing by using standard protocols of the ThermoSequenase II dye terminator cycle sequencing kit (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech). Sequencing reactions were analyzed by using the capillary sequencer MegaBACE 1000 (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech). In general, 150–1,000 sequences were determined from each profile.

**Computational Analysis.** All ESTs were trimmed to exclude primer and vector sequences, as well as low-quality regions. Clustering of the 250,000 ORESTES was performed by using CAP3 (7). For the determination of sequences matching chromosome 22, the ORESTES contigs were first masked by using REPEATMASKER. The masked contigs were then compared by BLAST against the chromosome sequence published by Dunham and colleagues (2) and were kindly provided by the authors. To be considered a significant hit, an ORESTES contig was required to have at least 94% identity with chromosome 22 sequence over at least 80% of its length.

**Results and Discussion**

A set of 250,000 ORESTES was generated from mRNA primarily derived from human breast, colon, stomach, and head and neck tumors. A compilation of the sequences used can be obtained from GenBank by using the keyword ORESTES and from on-line supplementary material available at www.ludwig.org.br/chr22. A preliminary analysis of these sequences showed 18% to be derived from rRNA and mtDNA transcripts or to be almost entirely composed of repetitive sequences. These sequences were excluded from further analysis. The remaining sequences were processed by using the assembly tool CAP3, resulting in the construction of 81,429 contigs. Of these, 1,181 (1.45%) were found to match sequences in chromosome 22. The coordinates of the positions of chromosome 22 sequences corresponding to ORESTES contigs that either confirmed previously annotated genes or were judged to contain bona fide transcribed sequences are listed in the on-line supplementary information available at http://www.ludwig.org.br/chr22.

The chromosome 22 sequence available represents approximately 1.1% of the total human genome. The high percentage of ORESTES that match chromosome 22 sequence is consistent with the previously detected high gene density in this chromosome (8–10) and also with the fact that this chromosome contains a number of highly expressed genes. Indeed, 66.6% of the known genes on chromosome 22 can be ranked among the top 10% most highly expressed genes in the human genome on the basis of UNIGENE cluster size. We have previously shown that the ORESTES protocol partially compensates for unequal transcript abundance, reducing the proportion of sequences derived from highly expressed genes and increasing the proportion of rare transcripts. In this respect, analysis of the frequencies of the resequencing of the highly abundant transcripts on chromosome 22 showed that only 0.6% of the informative ORESTES sequences matched these transcripts as compared with 1.6% of sequences in UNIGENE.

We compared the alignments between ORESTES and chromosome 22 with the position of the genes annotated by Dunham *et al.* (2) and identified at least one ORESTES contig for 162 (65.6%) of the 247 known genes on chromosome 22. It is noteworthy that comparison with the one-third complete genome of *T. nigroviridis* detected a similar level (66.8%) of the same gene set (4). There was an average of 2.1 ORESTES contigs per gene that covered approximately 25% of the total known gene transcript sequence on the chromosome. Despite the generally elevated redundancy of EST sequencing of these...
known genes on chromosome 22, because of their high expression levels, two new cases of alternative splicing were found within the ORESTES contigs. In one case (phosphatidylinositol 4-kinase), one exon is missing in the ORESTES derived sequence. In the second case (AK000625 unnamed protein), a cryptic donor site was identified by means of the ORESTES sequence that reduced the respective exon by 168 nucleotides. Thus even in cases where transcripts are highly characterized, further resequencing can still permit new insights into the complexity of the human transcriptome.

We identified at least one ORESTES contig for 67 (44.6%) of the 150 related genes identified on chromosome 22 for which confirmed expression in the human was not provided in the original annotation of the chromosome. Of the total transcribed sequence defined by related genes, 15% was covered by ORESTES sequences. Comparison of the exons defined by ORESTES to those defined by orthologs revealed a single discrepancy that represents either an alternative splicing variant or a species-specific difference in gene structure.

Of the 148 EST-predicted genes on chromosome 22, 45 (30.4%) were confirmed by ORESTES sequences as judged by the overlap of the EST used in the original annotation and ORESTES sequences. The relatively low percentage of EST-predicted genes that match ORESTES sequences is to be expected, as the genes were predicted from ESTs derived from the extremities of transcripts, whereas ORESTES are distributed around the center. Thus, in partially sequenced transcripts there is a tendency for the sequences to be complementary rather than overlapping. Indeed, a proportion of the transcribed sequences identified are likely to represent central regions of the already predicted genes. When there is a superposition of the ORESTES sequences with conventional ESTs, this is often partial, allowing an extension of the sequence. Indeed, the average length of transcribed sequences derived from the originally EST-predicted genes is 1,022 bp but when supplemented by ORESTES, the average length of confirmed transcript increases to 1,153 bp, a 13% extension. In all, ORESTES contributed to a total of 17 kb of confirmed transcript sequence to the originally annotated EST-predicted genes on chromosome 22.

Overall, 50.5% of the annotated genes had significant similarity with ORESTES. In comparison, when all conventional ESTs were assembled into contigs by using the same CAP3 program used here, only 48.8% of genes were found to be represented. Thus, the apparently 10-fold smaller ORESTES database appears to be as informative as the entire dbEST collection of conventional ESTs. The high capacity of ORESTES to identify different genes can be attributed both to the range of tissues that we have exploited and to the tendency of ORESTES to be derived from relatively rare transcripts.

ORESTES sequences that matched unannotated regions of chromosome 22 potentially represent regions of possibly unannotated human genes or unannotated regions of predicted genes. To consider a previously unannotated region of chromosome 22 that matched an ORESTES contig as being transcribed, we opted to impose a stringent set of criteria to reduce the likelihood of misassignment because of the presence of intronic or intergenic sequences in the ORESTES dataset. Thus, an ORESTES contig that matched an unannotated region was considered a bona fide transcribed sequence, (i) if it revealed the unambiguous presence of a splicing site on alignment to the genomic sequence, (ii) if it exhibited coding potential as measured by ESTSCAN (11), (iii) if two or more ORESTES from separate libraries formed the contig, or (iv) if the ORESTES sequence overlapped with another cDNA sequence present in

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram showing the relative position of known (B) and related and EST-predicted (C) genes as annotated by Dunham and colleagues (2). ORESTES-predicted transcribed regions identified in this report are shown in A. Marks in A–C represent only the initial position of genes and transcribed regions.
such as the DiGeorge critical region, transcribed regions were known genes and also that even within highly annotated regions on chromosome 22. It is noteworthy that the distribution of the identified transcribed regions is shown in Fig. 1 in comparison (ORESTES contigs 32132, 39028). The distribution of the (ORESTES contigs 27617, 2495), and two cytoskeletal proteins 27759, 19960, 8918, 36344), two cell-surface receptors 31061), four putative transcription factors (ORESTES contigs 20887, 32449), one putative dehydrogenase (ORESTES contig 20851), there are three putative kinases (ORESTES contigs 31730, 20887, 32449), one putative dehydrogenase (ORESTES contig 31061), four putative transcription factors (ORESTES contigs 27759, 19960, 36344), two cell-surface receptors (ORESTES contigs 27497, 16842), two zinc-finger proteins (ORESTES contigs 27617, 2495), and two cytoskeletal proteins (ORESTES contigs 32132, 39028). The distribution of the identified transcribed regions is shown in Fig. 1 in comparison with the previously reported positions of known and predicted genes on chromosome 22. It is noteworthy that the distribution of the exons identified here generally reflects the distribution of known genes and also that even within highly annotated regions such as the DiGeorge critical region, transcribed regions were identified.

The range of estimates for the number of human genes that have recently been reported based on the extrapolation of data from existing ESTs and genomic sequences clearly demonstrates that the existing information is inadequate. The availability of the essentially complete human genome sequence now puts the onus on the further determination of expressed gene sequences to permit the accurate annotation of this valuable resource. The analysis reported here demonstrates that ORESTES are a highly informative source of expressed gene sequences and are capable of making an important contribution to the identification of all human genes.

Although we cannot extrapolate the number of ORESTES-predicted transcribed sequences to gene number, the data do clearly indicate that the estimate of a total of 36,000 human genes is likely to be a significant underestimate. Because of the ease of their generation, we now propose to extend the ORESTES database to include one million sequences derived from as wide a range of tissues as possible to complement the existing 5’ and 3’ ESTs and to extend coverage of human transcripts on this shotgun basis. This should significantly reduce the estimated 60% shortfall in coverage of human coding regions in those ESTs and cDNAs in Unigene of December, 1999 (4). Further detailed comparison between the contigs constructed from the transcribed sequences and genomic sequences should then allow the identification of the majority of human genes and their variants.
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